Heterochromatin reprogramming in rabbit embryos after fertilization, intra-, and inter-species SCNT correlates with preimplantation development
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Abstract

To investigate the embryonic genome organization upon fertilization and somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT), we tracked HP1β and CENP, two well-characterized protein markers of pericentric and centromeric compartments respectively, in four types of embryos produced by rabbit in vivo fertilization, rabbit parthenogenesis, rabbit-to-rabbit, and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT. In the interphase nuclei of rabbit cultured fibroblasts, centromeres and associated pericentric heterochromatin are usually isolated. Clustering into higher-order chromatin structures, such as the chromocenters seen in mouse and bovine somatic cells, could not be observed in rabbit fibroblasts. After fertilization, centromeres and associated pericentric heterochromatin are quite dispersed in rabbit embryos. The somatic-like organization is progressively established and completed only by the 8/16-cell stage, a stage that corresponds to major embryonic genome activation in this species. In SCNT embryos, pericentric heterochromatin distribution typical for rabbit and bovine somatic cells was incompletely reverted into the 1-cell embryonic form with remnants of heterochromatin clusters in 100% of bovine-to-rabbit embryos. Subsequently, the donor cell nuclear organization was rapidly re-established by the 4-cell stage. Remarkably, the incomplete remodeling of bovine-to-rabbit 1-cell embryos was associated with delayed transcriptional activation compared with rabbit-to-rabbit embryos. Together, the results confirm that pericentric heterochromatin spatio-temporal reorganization is an important step of embryonic genome reprogramming. It also appears that genome reorganization in SCNT embryos is mainly dependent on the nuclear characteristics of the donor cells, not on the recipient cytoplasm.
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Introduction

Somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) has obtained success in many kinds of mammals. However, the low efficiency associated with development both in intra- and inter-species SCNT is still the major obstacle to its widespread application (Dominko et al. 1999, Sansinena et al. 2002, Arat et al. 2003, Chang et al. 2003, 2004, Ikumi et al. 2004, Lorthongpanich et al. 2008, Song et al. 2009, Hong et al. 2012, Kwon et al. 2011). SCNT involves fundamental questions about differentiation and its reversibility. After being introduced into recipient oocytes, differentiated somatic nuclei must be completely remodeled to initiate another round of embryonic development. Although the abnormal chromatin remodeling has been implicated as primary reasons for the low efficiency of the SCNT procedure (Arat et al. 2003, Park et al. 2004, Wang et al. 2009), the associated mechanisms have not been completely elucidated. In order to obtain a deeper insight into these events, we focused on centromeric and pericentric heterochromatin, known to form higher-order chromatin structures within nuclei in the interphase.

Indeed, numerous studies have addressed the nuclear organization of centromeric and pericentric chromosome regions in somatic cycling cells (Haaf & Schmid 1989, 1991, Weierich et al. 2003, Solovei et al. 2004). In mouse interphase somatic nuclei, pericentric
heterochromatin from several different chromosomes tends to aggregate into clusters called chromocenters, which are surrounded by the centromeres from the chromosomes involved in their formation (Hsu et al. 1971, Haaf & Schmid 1991, Cerda et al. 1999, Guenatri et al. 2004). Such chromocenters can also be observed in bovine fibroblasts (Martin et al. 2006a, Pichugin et al. 2010), but not in human or rabbit cells. In human cells, pericentromeric heterochromatin is predominantly found in specific nuclear domains associated with centromeric regions called pericentromeres (Hayakawa et al. 2003). However, these domains do not seem to cluster, which may be because of the variety of repeat sequences comprised in human pericentromeric regions (Lee et al. 1997). Similarly, computational approaches in rabbit 8-cell and blastocyst nuclei revealed that centromeres form regularly spaced patterns, thereby suggesting the presence of isolated pericentromeres in this species as in human cells (Andrey et al. 2010).

In mouse cells, chromocenters represent the major heterochromatin regions and play important roles in the regulation of gene expression (Brown et al. 1999, Francastel et al. 1999, Schübeler et al. 2000, Skok et al. 2001, Guenatri et al. 2004). Remarkably, in mouse embryos, we observed that these regions adopt a peculiar ‘cartwheel’ organization after fertilization characterized by the positioning of pericentric regions to the periphery of the nucleolus precursor bodies (NPBs; Martin et al. 2006a). This configuration has been suggested to maintain transcriptional silencing during parental genome maturation (Probst et al. 2007). Reorganization of these heterochromatin regions into ‘chromocenters’ occurs during the second cell stage, concomitantly with the major phase of major embryonic genome activation (EGA) in this species (Martin et al. 2006a, Probst et al. 2007). Remarkably, interference with pericentromeric transcription disturbs chromocenter formation and results in developmental arrest (Probst et al. 2010, Santenard et al. 2010).

In bovine, we observed a switch of pericentric heterochromatin distribution in fertilized embryos only at the 8-cell stage, at the time of EGA in this species (Martin et al. 2006a, Pichugin et al. 2010). Similarly, in rabbit, major EGA also takes place at the 8- to 16-cell stage (Manes 1973). However, as rabbit 8-cell and blastocyst nuclei do not present chromocenter-like structures but only isolated pericentromeres (Andrey et al. 2010), we questioned whether early rabbit embryos would present an embryonic-specific nuclear architecture (as in the two other species studied so far) and whether pericentromeres would form only at EGA. We therefore also analyzed the dynamics of HP1β and CENP in early embryos reconstructed by intra-species SCNT. Then, we tested the reprogramming ability of rabbit oocytes on bovine donor cells characterized by the presence of large chromocenters (inter-species SCNT). Finally, we addressed whether heterochromatin remodeling was associated with the onset of transcriptional activity in these embryos.

**Results**

**Nuclear distribution of HP1β and CENP differs in mouse, rabbit, and bovine somatic cells**

To clarify centromeric and pericentric heterochromatin organization in rabbit and bovine fibroblasts (used as donor cells in the present study), we first analyzed the nuclear distributions of HP1β and centromere-specific CENP proteins in these two kinds of primary cultured fibroblasts in comparison with mouse NIH-3T3 established cell line. As expected, in mouse interphase nuclei, HP1β-enriched pericentric heterochromatin was clustered, forming chromocenters, and each chromocenter was surrounded by several centromeres (Fig. 1, upper panel). We observed a similar organization in bovine fibroblasts (Fig. 1, lower panel); conversely, no chromocenters were observed in rabbit fibroblasts (Fig. 1, middle panel). In rabbit interphase nuclei, HP1β was diffusely distributed in the nucleoplasm with discrete accumulations that were quite small compared with mouse and bovine chromocenters. These HP1β foci were often associated with single centromeres (1:1 ratio), and occasionally single centromeres without HP1β association were observed. Furthermore, 40.2 ± 2.9 CENP dots on average were observed in interphase rabbit fibroblasts (n=10), which correlated with the number of chromosomes in rabbits (44). This distribution pattern of pericentric heterochromatin and centromeres in rabbit cells is clearly similar to the pericentromeres observed in human cells (Hayakawa et al. 2003).

**Compaction of pericentric and centromeric compartments in rabbit fertilized embryos and parthenotes is associated with major EGA**

Next, we assessed the spatio-temporal distribution of HP1β and centromeres in early rabbit embryos obtained
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dropped dramatically from 27.5% at 19 hphCG to 17% at 22 hphCG. These results in rabbit 1-cell embryos are very different from mouse in which NPBs seem to play a major role in attracting both pericentromeric heterochromatin and centromeres to form a ‘cartwheel’ (Martin et al. 2006a).

Upon cleavage to 2-cell (Fig. 2), HP1\(\beta\) was still quite diffused in the nucleoplasm, also few HP1\(\beta\) foci appeared usually not associated with any CENP dot (15 of 21 embryos; Table 2). Nearly all CENP dots were clearly partitioned on one side of the nuclei as in mouse and bovine embryos (Martin et al. 2006a). At the 4-cell stage, more HP1\(\beta\) foci were observed in all embryos (\(n=18\); Figs 2 and 3) and CENP dots started to associate with them (6 of 18 embryos; Table 2). Subsequently, more prominent accumulations of HP1\(\beta\) appeared in the nucleoplasm, most probably by the clustering of smaller foci (Fig. 3). These accumulations were mostly associated with one centromere and the number of single isolated centromeres clearly decreased at the early 8/16-cell stage (Fig. 2). The typical somatic-like organization into pericentromeres was completely established at the late 8/16-cell stage (Figs 2 and 3), which correlates with major EGA in this species (Manes 1973).

In parallel, we analyzed the distribution of these two markers, HP1\(\beta\) and CENP, in rabbit diploid embryos derived from parthenogenesis to evaluate the impact of the activation protocol later used for NT (Fig. 4, left column). At the 1-cell stage, the organization of pericentromeric and centromeric heterochromatin was similar to the one described above in fertilized 1-cell embryos. The foci of HP1\(\beta\) that are associated with centromeres appeared at the 4-cell stage (Fig. 4, left column). In addition, centromeres tend to distribute in one part of the nucleus during the 2- and 4-cell stages. The typical somatic-like organization was established at the 8/16-cell stage, although HP1\(\beta\) foci remained quite smaller (Fig. 3) compared with fertilized embryos. Taken together, these data show that a similar spatio-temporal reorganization of pericentromeric and centromeric regions is recapitated at the early stages of rabbit parthenotes and fertilized embryos.

**After rabbit intra-species SCNT, somatic nuclear organization is disrupted but compact foci of pericentric heterochromatin reappear before 8-cell**

We next wondered whether rabbit NT embryos derived from somatic nuclei would adopt the somatic or embryonic type of nuclear organization. To address this question, the distribution of HP1\(\beta\) and CENP was observed in rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT embryos.

In 1-cell SCNT embryos fixed at 8 hpf (\(n=35\)), the pronucleus-like structure formed contained uniform HP1\(\beta\) labeling in the nucleoplasm in 80% of embryos (Fig. 4, middle column), whereas the other 20% displayed some condensed HP1\(\beta\) accumulations (image not provided).

The numbers of centromeres associated with NPBs decreased (in mPN only) as well as the total number of NPBs (Table 1). As a result, the total percentage of centromeres associated with NPBs
shown, Table 2). In these embryos, we counted 37.5 ± 3.9 CENP dots, of which 11.1% were organized at the NPB periphery (Fig. 4 and Table 1). These data show that after SCNT, the different components of somatic pericentromeres were rapidly reorganized into an embryonic type in the majority of 1-cell embryos.

In 2-cell SCNT embryos (15 hpf, n = 32), HP1β was still diffusely distributed in the nucleoplasm in 59% of embryos (image not shown) but 41% displayed discrete accumulation of HP1β dots (Fig. 4), which were sometimes already linked with centromeres (13% of embryos; Table 2).

Upon cleavage to 4-cell (n = 35; Fig. 4), most embryos showed somatic-like pericentromeres with compact pericentric and centromeric heterochromatin, i.e. 1-cell cycle earlier than in rabbit fertilized embryos (Table 2). In total, 85% of the 4-cell embryos (30 of 35; Fig. 4) displayed pericentromeres: in each of the four nuclei (31%), in three nuclei (34%), or in two nuclei (20%). The remaining nuclei (and embryos) had a similar nuclear organization to fertilized embryos (image not shown). HP1β foci were also more numerous in SCNT embryos than in fertilized ones (Fig. 3). We also observed that in vitro development of these rabbit SCNT embryos was not disturbed until the 4-cell stage and dramatically decreased thereafter (Table 3). Altogether these observations suggest that, although rabbit recipient oocytes can trigger nuclear remodeling of rabbit somatic donor cells, this process is insufficient.

**Bovine nuclei can be remodeled by rabbit oocytes after SCNT to some extent but typical bovine chromocenters are then rapidly re-established**

We then addressed the problem of epigenetic memory in inter-species SCNT and questioned whether pericentromeric heterochromatin and centromeres in embryos derived from bovine fibroblasts would adopt the donor species-type (bovine) or recipient species-type (rabbit) nuclear organization.

At the 1-cell stage in bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos (Fig. 4, last column), 100% of the embryos (n = 32; Table 2) presented partially condensed HP1β foci mainly in the nucleoplasm and, in a few cases, on NPBs. Furthermore, the number of NPBs (~6.4 ± 3.5) was significantly lower than that in rabbit-to-rabbit 1-cell embryos.

---

**Table 1** Distribution of NPBs and CENP in 1-cell rabbit in vivo fertilized embryos, rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT embryos, and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Timing (no. of embryos)</th>
<th>CENP dots associated with NPB</th>
<th>Total CENP dots</th>
<th>Percentage of CENP dots associated with NPB</th>
<th>No. of NPBs with CENP dots</th>
<th>Total no. of NPBs</th>
<th>Percentage of NPBs with CENP dots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fertilized 1-cell mPN only</td>
<td>19 hphCG (27)</td>
<td>7.1 ± 3.0*</td>
<td>18.7 ± 1.7*</td>
<td>37.7 ± 16.4*</td>
<td>5.6 ± 2.3*</td>
<td>9.3 ± 1.7*</td>
<td>61.5 ± 26.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 hphCG (23)</td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.8*</td>
<td>18.1 ± 2.3*</td>
<td>12.4 ± 9.8*</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.6*</td>
<td>7.2 ± 2.9*</td>
<td>27.9 ± 19.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilized 1-cell fPN only</td>
<td>19 hphCG (27)</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1.8*</td>
<td>20.7 ± 1.5*</td>
<td>18.4 ± 8.3*</td>
<td>2.9 ± 1.3*</td>
<td>7.4 ± 1.8*</td>
<td>40.7 ± 16.9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 hphCG (23)</td>
<td>4.2 ± 2.0*</td>
<td>19.9 ± 1.6*</td>
<td>21.0 ± 9.9*</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.5*</td>
<td>6.4 ± 1.5*</td>
<td>54.1 ± 22.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilized 1-cell mPN + fPN</td>
<td>19 hphCG (27)</td>
<td>10.9 ± 3.7*</td>
<td>39.5 ± 2.3*</td>
<td>27.5 ± 9.1*</td>
<td>8.5 ± 2.5*</td>
<td>16.7 ± 2.5*</td>
<td>51.5 ± 15.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 hphCG (23)</td>
<td>6.6 ± 3.0*</td>
<td>38.0 ± 2.5*</td>
<td>17.2 ± 7.2*</td>
<td>5.5 ± 2.2*</td>
<td>13.7 ± 3.5*</td>
<td>41.0 ± 15.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT 1-cell</td>
<td>8 hpf (35)</td>
<td>4.3 ± 3.1*</td>
<td>37.5 ± 3.9*</td>
<td>11.1 ± 8.3*</td>
<td>3.3 ± 2.4*</td>
<td>11.0 ± 4.3*</td>
<td>29.0 ± 16.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine-to-rabbit SCNT 1-cell</td>
<td>8 hpf (32)</td>
<td>4.9 ± 3.9*</td>
<td>52.8 ± 4.3*</td>
<td>9.7 ± 4.7*</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.9*</td>
<td>6.4 ± 3.5*</td>
<td>52.8 ± 27.1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical comparisons were performed i) within the fertilized 1-cell stage for mPN and fPN separately, ii) between the early and late 1-cell (mPN + fPN), and iii) between SCNT embryos. Values with different superscript letters within the same column are significantly different (P < 0.05). Each value corresponds to the mean ± S.E.M.
Global transcriptional activity is delayed in early 1-cell embryos derived from bovine-to-rabbit SCNT

Next, we questioned whether incomplete remodeling in bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos could be associated with abnormal transcriptional activity. Although we did not observe differences at the time of major EGA (all embryos were transcriptionally active, data not shown), we noticed differences at the 1-cell stage when transcriptional activity starts, i.e. when minor EGA takes place (Memili & First 1999). Very weak signals of BrU incorporation were observed only in 9.2% of bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos at 5 hpf, which was significantly lower than in rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT embryos (36.7%; Table 4). At 10 hpf, the percentage significantly increased to 71.4% and reached 85 and 97.8% at the 2-cell stage, at 13 and 17 hpf respectively. However, it was not statistically different

Table 2 HP1β distribution in early rabbit in vivo fertilized embryos, rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT embryos, and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of embryo</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Total no. of embryos</th>
<th>No. of embryos with uniform HP1β distribution (%)</th>
<th>No. of embryos with HP1β foci (%)</th>
<th>No. of embryos with somatic-like structures (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fertilized</td>
<td>1-cell</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50 (100)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-cell</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6 (29)</td>
<td>15 (71)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-cell</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18 (100)</td>
<td>6 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT</td>
<td>1-cell</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>7 (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-cell</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19 (59)</td>
<td>13 (41)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-cell</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35 (100)</td>
<td>26 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine-to-rabbit SCNT</td>
<td>1-cell</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32 (100)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-cell</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25 (100)</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-cell</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26 (100)</td>
<td>26 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first columns present a summary of the different patterns observed in fertilized and SNCT embryos after HP1β immunodetection (uniform vs foci). The presence of somatic-like structures (pericentromeres or chromocenters) is given in the last column.

SCNT (~11.0 ± 4.3, n = 35; Table 1). In bovine-to-rabbit 1-cell embryos, 52.8 ± 4.3 CENP dots on average were observed, which correlated with the number of chromosomes in the bovine donor cells (2n = 60); 9.7% of these CENP were located at the NPB periphery as in rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT (Table 1).

At 2-cell, nucleoplasmic accumulations of HP1β associated with CENP dots already appeared in 12% of the embryos (3 of 25; Fig. 4; Table 2), as in intra-species SCNT. Surprisingly, 88% of the embryos (22 of 25; Fig. 4) had HP1β rims on NPBs, a phenomenon that we did not observe in the other types of embryos analyzed so far in this study.

In the 4-cell embryos (n = 26; Fig. 4), these peri-NPB rims of HP1β disappeared while large nucleoplasmic HP1β foci appeared (Figs 3 and 4). The decrease in HP1β association with NPBs was not correlated with a decrease in NPB numbers, suggesting that HP1β actually dissociated from NPBs. Remarkably, 100% of the embryos displayed bovine-like chromocenters (n = 26; Table 2): in all four nuclei (65%), in three nuclei (27%), or in two nuclei (8%). Even in bovine-to-bovine SCNT, we never observed such a high percentage of abnormal heterochromatin distribution (Pichugin et al. 2010). This may be related to the fact that all reconstructed bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos arrested before the 8-cell stage (Table 3).

The fluorescence intensity profile of HP1β staining (Fig. 4, last panel) suggested that the size of HP1β foci in bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos was different from that of rabbit parthenotes and rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT embryos. Quantification confirmed that HP1β foci in bovine-to-rabbit SCNT were 3.5 times larger at the 4-cell than in the 2-cell embryos (Fig. 3).

Altogether it suggests that donor cells maintain an epigenetic memory of their original nuclear status that determines pericentric and centromeric reorganization after NT.
from rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT embryos anymore (Table 4). This shows a delayed transcriptional activation in bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos at the early 1-cell stage, compared with rabbit intra-species SCNT embryos.

Discussion

In the present study, we show that the assembly of pericentric heterochromatin and centromeres in rabbit fibroblasts is different from that in mouse and bovine. In interphase mouse and bovine somatic nuclei, pericentric regions from different chromosomes are organized into chromocenters enriched in HP1\(\beta\) and each chromocenter is surrounded with several centromeres (Hsu et al. 1971, Haaf & Schmid 1991, Cerda et al. 1999, Guenatri et al. 2004, Martin et al. 2006, Pichugin et al. 2010). Differently, in rabbit somatic nuclei, individualized HP1\(\beta\) dots are associated with single centromere (1:1 ratio) as in human somatic nuclei (Hayakawa et al. 2003). The differences in genome organization among species probably result from the characteristic feature of satellite DNA repeats at

Table 3 In vitro developmental potential of fertilized, intra-, and inter-species SCNT embryos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of embryo</th>
<th>No. of reconstructed embryos</th>
<th>Fused (%)</th>
<th>2- to 4-cell (%)</th>
<th>Morula (%)</th>
<th>Blastocyst (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bovine-to-rabbit SCNT</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>252 (70.8)(a)</td>
<td>213 (64.5)(a)</td>
<td>0(a)</td>
<td>0(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>127 (73.4)(a)</td>
<td>108 (65.0)(a)</td>
<td>49 (38.6)(b)</td>
<td>37 (29.1)(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit fertilized in vivo, cultured in vitro</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>153 (92.7)(b)</td>
<td>145 (87.9)(b)</td>
<td>142 (86.1)(b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values with different superscript letters within the same column are significantly different (\(P<0.05\)).
Rabbit-to-rabbit embryos 13/34 (36.7±5.5 h BrUTP

Type of embryo organization in inter-species SCNT embryos was mainly that most embryos get blocked at major EGA.

abnormalities are observed just before major EGA and correlate with lower embryonic developmental potential.

We believe that these abnormalities may occur more quickly than in fertilized embryos, at least 1-cell late. We also found that the re-establishment of compact heterochromatin at the 4-cell stage leads to the formation of large foci that resembled somatic chromocenters, suggesting that the nuclear remodeling of bovine nuclei in rabbit cytoplasm is less sufficient. One possible explanation is that inter-species nuclear-cytoplasmic compatibility between the introduced bovine genome and maternal rabbit factors present in the recipient oocytes is lower than that in the case of rabbit intra-species SCNT, probably because some remodeling factors are species-specific.

The mechanisms involved in heterochromatin formation are still subject to discussion. Recently, it has been shown in mouse embryos that, similarly to fission yeast and plants, transcripts generated by pericentromeric repeats would be processed to small RNAs that in turn guide heterochromatin formation (Probst et al. 2010, Santenard et al. 2010). It was also shown that the presence of histone variant H3.3 and low levels or absence of H3K27 methylation would provide a chromatin environment permissive for the transcription of pericentromeric chromatin, leading to heterochromatin formation at pericentromeric repeats (Santenard et al. 2010). Such data are not available yet in other species and further studies are required. It would be of particular interest to see whether the epigenetic memory of heterochromatin organization in the donor genome is based on one of these mechanisms.

In the present study, immunodetection of HP1β and CENP also reveals centromeres/chronocenters partitioning in one part of the nuclear volume in 2-cell fertilized rabbit, rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT, and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos. This is in agreement with the description of nuclear partitioning in mouse and bovine early-stage embryos (Mayer et al. 2000, Martin et al. 2006b, Pichugin et al. 2010); a Rabl polarization of chromosomes that was first described in plant cells (Shaw et al. 2002). It suggests that in reconstructed SCNT embryos, the movements of chromosome territories (CTs) could occur as in fertilized ones. The first study dealing with CT distribution during major genome activation has recently been published in fertilized bovine embryos (Koehler et al. 2009). The authors have found that during

Table 4 Global transcriptional activity at 1-cell in rabbit-to-rabbit and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of embryo</th>
<th>5 h BrUTP +/n (%)</th>
<th>10 h BrUTP +/n (%)</th>
<th>13 h BrUTP +/n (%)</th>
<th>17 h BrUTP +/n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit-to-rabbit embryos</td>
<td>13/34 (36.7±16.9)</td>
<td>21/23 (92.5±6.6)</td>
<td>27/29 (92.9±1.7)</td>
<td>26/27 (96.2±5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine-to-rabbit embryos</td>
<td>3/31 (9.2±8.0)</td>
<td>27/38 (71.4±15.3)</td>
<td>34/41 (85.0±17.5)</td>
<td>32/33 (97.8±3.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values with different superscript letters within a column are significantly different (P<0.05).

pericentric and centromeric regions. Three different families of human satellite sequences are indeed found in pericentromeres of different chromosomes (Miller & Therma 2000), whereas mouse major satellites are quite conserved (Vissel & Choo 1989). In rabbit, Ekes et al. (2004) identified two families of DNA repeat sequences: Rsat I and Rsat II that do not hybridize to every chromosome but are both localized in the centromeric regions of the chromosomes. It would therefore be interesting to perform fluorescent in situ hybridization with DNA probes directed against Rsat I and Rsat II both to evaluate i) whether these two families occupy distinct nuclear regions in somatic nuclei and ii) whether different chromosomes have similar dynamics or not during nuclear embryonic reorganization.

In rabbit embryos following fertilization, our results show that centromeres and associated pericentric heterochromatin are quite dispersed and the somatic-like organization is progressively established and completed only by the 8/16-cell stage, a stage that corresponds to major EGA in this species. This is in agreement with previous studies showing striking coincidences between these two events in mouse and bovine embryos (Martin et al. 2006a, Pichugin et al. 2010). We also observed that this precise spatio-temporal reorganization of pericentromeric heterochromatin is disturbed in SCNT embryos. After the introduction of somatic cells, either from rabbit or bovine origin, into rabbit enucleated oocyte cytoplasm, the formation of pronucleus-like structures with the disruption of somatic heterochromatin clusters (pericentromeres and chromatocenters respectively) was very rapid in both types of embryos. However, decondensation of HP1β-labeled heterochromatin was incomplete in 20% rabbit-to-rabbit embryos and 100% bovine-to-rabbit embryos at the 1-cell stage. Also, compared with rabbit intra-species SCNT embryos, delayed transcriptional activation was observed at the early 1-cell stage in bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos. Furthermore, the reorganization of somatic-like/donor species-specific heterochromatin clusters took place more quickly than in fertilized embryos, at least 1-cell cycle earlier. We believe that these abnormalities may correlate with lower embryonic developmental potential. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that these abnormalities are observed just before major EGA and that most embryos get blocked at major EGA.

Remarkably, pericentromeric heterochromatin organization in inter-species SCNT embryos was mainly dependent on the donor cell organization, showing the presence of an ‘epigenetic memory’. In contrast to rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT, we observed a lower proportion of embryos with transcriptional activity and a higher proportion of embryos with incompletely decondensed HP1β at the 1-cell stage. We also found that the re-establishment of compact heterochromatin at the 4-cell stage leads to the formation of large foci that resembled somatic chromocenters, suggesting that the nuclear remodeling of bovine nuclei in rabbit cytoplasm is less sufficient. One possible explanation is that inter-species nuclear-cytoplasmic compatibility between the introduced bovine genome and maternal rabbit factors present in the recipient oocytes is lower than that in the case of rabbit intra-species SCNT, probably because some remodeling factors are species-specific.

The mechanisms involved in heterochromatin formation are still subject to discussion. Recently, it has been shown in mouse embryos that, similarly to fission yeast and plants, transcripts generated by pericentromeric repeats would be processed to small RNAs that in turn guide heterochromatin formation (Probst et al. 2010, Santenard et al. 2010). It was also shown that the presence of histone variant H3.3 and low levels or absence of H3K27 methylation would provide a chromatin environment permissive for the transcription of pericentromeric chromatin, leading to heterochromatin formation at pericentromeric repeats (Santenard et al. 2010). Such data are not available yet in other species and further studies are required. It would be of particular interest to see whether the epigenetic memory of heterochromatin organization in the donor genome is based on one of these mechanisms.

In the present study, immunodetection of HP1β and CENP also reveals centromeres/chronocenters partitioning in one part of the nuclear volume in 2-cell fertilized rabbit, rabbit-to-rabbit SCNT, and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos. This is in agreement with the description of nuclear partitioning in mouse and bovine early-stage embryos (Mayer et al. 2000, Martin et al. 2006b, Pichugin et al. 2010); a Rabl polarization of chromosomes that was first described in plant cells (Shaw et al. 2002). It suggests that in reconstructed SCNT embryos, the movements of chromosome territories (CTs) could occur as in fertilized ones. The first study dealing with CT distribution during major genome activation has recently been published in fertilized bovine embryos (Koehler et al. 2009). The authors have found that during
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the preimplantation period, a non-random radial CT arrangement is established but they do not have proof that this nuclear reorganization is a consequence or a cause of EGA. Looking at these CTs, large-scale movements in fertilized vs SCNT embryos would bring new insights to this question. As bovine-to-rabbit embryos do not develop beyond the 4-cell stage, it might indeed be that the large-scale movements leading to the Rabl-like orientation are not sufficient after SCNT.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Animals were handled and used in accordance with the French legal requirements of animal care.

Collection of rabbit oocytes and embryos
Superovulation of mature New Zealand White female rabbits was induced by successive intramuscular injections of FSH (Stimufol, Mériel, France) given 12 h apart (Challah-Jacques et al. 2003). Female rabbits were then mated with vasectomized or normal males at 12 h after the last FSH injection and 30 IU of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG, Choluron; Intervet, Angers, France) were injected a few minutes after mating. MII oocytes or 1-cell embryos were recovered 16 h post-hCG injection (Christians et al. 1994, Challah-Jacques et al. 2003). The cumulus of MII oocytes was removed by exposure to 0.5% hyaluronidase (Sigma) for a few minutes followed by gentle pipetting, and then denuded oocytes were subjected to NT experiments. In vivo-derived zygotes, after the assessment of fertilization by the presence of two polar bodies, were in vitro cultured up to different experimental stages in B2 medium with 2.5% FCS (Sigma) in 5% CO2 at 38.5 °C. In rabbits, insemination normally occurs at ~12 h post-hCG (t = 0 post-insemination, pi).

Cell culture
Mouse fibroblasts (3T3) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with l-glutamine and 10% newborn calf serum, incubated in 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Bovine ear and rabbit fetal skin fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM with 15% FCS in 5% CO2 at 38.5 °C. For immunofluorescence detection, cells were grown on coverslips to sub-confluence for about 24 h.

Nuclear transfer
Rabbit oocytes without cumulus cells were enucleated according to our laboratory’s routine protocol (Chesné et al. 2002, Challah-Jacques et al. 2003). Briefly, after 20 min culture in M199 medium containing 10% FCS (M199-FCS) and 0.5 μg/ml Hoechst 33342, oocytes were placed into a micropipetification chamber containing 0.5 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 and 7 μg/ml cytochalasin B (CB) in M199-FCS buffered with 20 mM HEPES. Under the control of a video-enhanced camera at a low ultraviolet light level, metaphase II plate together with the first polar body (PB) was removed. Bovine ear and rabbit fetal skin fibroblasts at three to ten passages were induced into the G0/G1 stage by serum starvation culture (0.5% FCS) for 2–6 days and then used as nuclear donors. Cells were introduced into the subzonal space of enucleated oocytes. Cell–oocyte pairs were electrostimulated (3 DC of 3.2 kV/cm for 20 μs each) with a BTX stimulator (Biotechnologies & Experimental Research, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) to induce fusion in 0.3 M mannitol in distilled water containing 0.1 mM CaCl2 and 0.1 mM MgCl2. One hour later, fused embryos were activated by a second set of pulses (same parameters as fusion) followed by 1 h incubation with 5 μg/ml cycloheximide and 2 mM 6-dimethylaminopurine in M199-FCS, and then were cultured in B2 medium supplemented with 2.5% FCS in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 38.5 °C up to different experimental stages.

For parthenogenesis, rabbit oocytes underwent a similar activation protocol except that they were then cultured 4 h in B2 medium supplemented with 7 μg/ml CB in order to inhibit the extrusion of the second PB after electrostimulation.

Immunofluorescence
Rabbit fertilized embryos were collected at 7 and 10 hpi (1-cell), 15 hpi (2-cell), 22 hpi (4-cell), 33 hpi (early 8/16-cell), and 40 hpi (late 8/16-cell). The collection of rabbit parthenogenetic embryos was performed at 8 h post-activation (hpa; 1-cell), 15 hpa (2-cell), and 22 hpa (4-cell). Rabbit-to-rabbit and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos were collected at 8 hpf (1-cell), 15 hpf (2-cell), and 22 hpf (4-cell) respectively. Two to four replicates were performed at each time point.

Collected embryos were processed for HP1b and CENP immunostaining as described previously (Pichugin et al. 2010). Briefly, after 20 min fixation at room temperature (RT) using 2% paraformaldehyde and 30 min permeabilization at RT using 0.5% Triton X-100, embryos were blocked for 45 min with 3% paraformaldehyde and rabbit fetal skin fibroblasts at three to ten passages were cultured in DMEM. Rabbit, bovine, and mouse fibroblasts were grown on glass coverslips and then processed similarly.

Assessment of global transcriptional activity in embryos
Rabbit-to-rabbit and bovine-to-rabbit SCNT embryos were collected at 5 hpf (early 1-cell), 10 hpf (late 1-cell), 13 hpf...
(early 2-cell), and 17 hpf (late 4-cell) to detect transcriptional activity. Three replicates were done at each time point. Immunofluorescent detection of BrU incorporation into nascent RNA transcripts was performed, using BrUTP (Sigma) as a precursor. Embryos using the plasma permeabilized method were treated according to a previous report in mice (Aoki et al. 1997), except that: i) the plasma membrane of embryos was permeabilized for 3–5 min with 0.1% Triton X-100 in ‘physiological buffer’ (PB); ii) BrUTP incorporation (working concentration, 1.6 mM) was performed for 30 min at 33 °C; and iii) the nuclear membrane was permeabilized by a treatment using 0.4% Triton X-100 in PB for 3 min. After fixation with 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PB overnight at 4 °C, embryos were washed completely using PBS with 0.3% BSA and blocked 30 min in the same medium at RT. Incubation with the primary antibody (1:100 dilution, mouse monoclonal anti-BrUTP antibody; Caltag Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) was allowed to proceed overnight at 4 °C followed by three washes. Incubation with a FITC-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:400 dilution; Sigma) was performed at RT for 1 h. Nucleic acids were counterstained with PI (50 μg/ml) for 15 min at 37 °C. Embryos were mounted onto glass slides in Vectashield.

Confocal microscopy

All samples were scanned on a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope (MIMA2 Platform; INRA) using a Plan-Apochromat 63 ×/1.4 oil objective. Imaging was performed with sequential multi-track scanning using 488 and 543 nm wavelength lasers separately. Complete Z-stacks were acquired using a frame size of 512 ×512 with a pixel depth of 8 bits and 0.37 mm Z-step. Images were prepared using Adobe Photoshop CS version.

Image analysis

Analysis of the fluorescence intensity profiles for HP1β was performed with the software LSM510 3.2 version. Manual counting of CENP dots and NPBs was performed with ImageJ software.

To determine HP1β foci size and number, automated 3D image processing and analysis were performed with the help of the ITK library (http://www.itk.org) interfaced with the Python script language (Lehmann 2006). Briefly, images were first automatically resized to a constant voxel size (0.284×0.284×0.36 μm). Granules were then detected using an automatic threshold segmentation procedure: i) the regions of interest (ROI) of nuclei were determined by a threshold method largely based on the Python script language (Lehmann et al. 2006); ii) images were processed according to two different methods: the most intense granules were segmented following subtraction of a background image generated by a 3D median filtering, whereas a 2D top-hat filtering was applied to detect small and/or faint granules; and iii) these two segmented images were then combined and granule parameters in the nuclear ROI were determined.

To qualify the BrUTP incorporation signal, the embryo showing at least three clear staining dots in each interphase nucleus was referred to as positive transcription nucleus.

Statistical analysis

Comparison of the number of CENP dots and NPBs (nuclear precursor bodies) among 1-cell-stage embryos was done with the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test. The cleavage rates as well as the percentage of embryos with positive transcription were compared using the χ²-test. Statistical significance was determined when the P value was <0.05.
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